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As microgrids gain reputation, nations are making decisions towards a new energetic
paradigm where the centralized model is being abandoned in favor of a more sophisti-
cated, reliable, environmentally friendly and decentralized one.
The implementation of such sophisticated systems drive to find out new control
techniques that make the system “smart”, bringing the Smart-Grid concept. This paper
studies the role of Energy Management Strategies (EMSs) in hydrogen microgrids, covering
both theoretical and experimental sides. It first describes the commissioning of a new
labscale microgrid system to analyze a set of different EMS performance in real-life. This is
followed by a summary of the approach used towards obtaining dynamic models to study
and refine the different controllers implemented within this work. Then the imple-
mentation and validation of the developed EMSs using the new labscale microgrid are
discussed. Experimental results are shown comparing the response of simple strategies
(hysteresis band) against complex on-line optimization techniques, such as the Model
Predictive Control. The difference between both approaches is extensively discussed. Re-
sults evidence how different control techniques can greatly influence the plant perfor-
mance and finally we provide a set of guidelines for designing and operating Smart Grids.
© 2016 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Introduction
It is well known that the demand for energy, especially for
electricity, has increased exponentially for years as a result of
the industrial and technological development. In particular,
developing countries are placing the global energy supply at
risk position and are potentially leading to a global energy
crisis [1,2]. It is clear that there is a need for increasing our
energy supply, while at the same time wemust be aware of its
effects on the environmental and contribute to reducing
global warming. Therefore, any new energy source has to bealverde).
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016), http://dx.doi.org/10.cleaner. Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are poised to be the
solution that satisfies all parties. In fact, major countries are
implementing new regulations that make the use of renew-
able sources mandatory. Twenty-nine states in the United
States have already established mandates to generate be-
tween 20 and 33% of their electricity from renewables by 2020
[3]. Likewise, the EU's 20-20-20 directive [4] is gradually being
adopted in Europe. In addition to this, environmental regula-
tions are restricting the use of coal based plants and after
Fukushima accident some countries (such as Germany, Italy,
Japan, Sweden, etc.) are limiting their nuclear programs.evier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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development. In particular, wind and solar energy are the
most mature and widespread technologies, although not yet
economically competitive. This low competitiveness is further
reduced by the inherent intermittence of any renewable
source. Indeed, the massive introduction of renewable energy
into the electrical power system has unveiled two important
challenges: One (challenge) is to maintain energy security for
end-users; the other is to stabilize the electrical grid so as to
avoid disconnections of wind farms and solar fields when
there is strong surplus of RES and low demand [5]. The bridge
to a sustainable energy future passes through the ability to
transform uncontrollable power sources into dispatchable
units. Therefore, Electrical Energy Storage (EES) must become
an integral element of the renewable adoption strategy.
Indeed, R&D strategies are funding a wide range of solu-
tions for EES. Fig. 1 shows a “Ragone Chart” summarizing the
different and most advanced electrical energy storage tech-
nologies. This chart is used to illustrate a performance com-
parison between EES. The specific power/energy of
conventional internal combustion engines was added to the
chart for further analysis. As it can be seen, fuel cells present
high energy density and high power density, only overpassed
by IC engines. Besides power and energy capabilities,
hydrogen, as a storage medium, has received much attention
because of its flexibility. Hydrogen differs from the conven-
tional idea of energy storage in that it separates the hydrogen
production, storage and use. Electrolyzers, which provide
wind/solar peak shaving whereas producing hydrogen from
water, become an attractive solution to RES penetration
because they can provide bulk energy storage (Power-to-Gas).
Then, at a peak demand, a fuel cell uses the hydrogen to
quickly respond to loads and thus providing short-term en-
ergy deficit. In addition to being used in fuel cells, hydrogen
production can be used for other purposes, such as fueling
vehicles or it can be distributed through the gas grid [6].
As it has been stated, the underlying concept of storing
excess energy to deliver it later on is very simple. However,
there is a great technological challenge in the automation of
the control system and the way it coordinates and manages
the different equipment used within an RES to EES concept.Fig. 1 e Energy storage technologies comparison. Source:
Energy storage for power grids and electric transportation:
a technology assessment [7].
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equipment, different performances can be obtained in the
RES/EES plant performance.
An Energy Management Strategy (EMS) has to balance the
power production from the renewable source and satisfy the
demand by means of the energy storage. At the same time,
ideally, an EMS would have to optimize the system efficiency
and to minimize the operational cost. Despite the key roles
that have been indicated, the fact is that in the past, EMSs for
Smart-Grids (SGs) were quite simple and often neglected. It
can be attributed to the pursuit of simplicity and/or the lack of
previous experience. It is important to note that in SGs there is
a substantial lack of experimental validation, which is
essential to build confidence and acceptance on this tech-
nology both for industry experts and for public.
Further to the above, and after a decade of demonstration
projects, operational experience has reinforced the idea that
systemperformance is highly subjected to the control strategy
and has not been up to the mark [8]. As literature on the
subject points out, EMS is linked to the economic viability of
the plant, since equipment lifetime is closely related to the
way it is operated [9e11]. Therefore, challenges ahead are
translated into innovative control strategies that can benefit
efficiency and cost reduction to make this technology more
competitive.
The aim of this paper is to bring the laboratory experience
in the validation of Energy Management Strategies for Smart-
Grids, which incorporates renewable energy and hybrid en-
ergy storage based on hydrogen and batteries. This experience
could be a valuable resource to build and scale-up future
plants. Key findings were obtained through the achievement
of a series of steps aimed towards optimization of Smart-Grids
operation. First step was the commissioning of an experi-
mental platformwith flexibility to test a variety of controllers.
This process is fully explained in Section HyLab: Smart-Grid
laboratory system. Following this, it was necessary to char-
acterize all the equipment in order to know their operational
curves and parameters. The characterization results of
static and dynamic behavior are described in Section
Characterization of equipment dynamic and static behavior.
Next step was to develop a set of models capable to replicate
with sufficient accuracy the real system in order to simulate
and refine EMSs. This step is depicted in Section Modelling
tool. Finally, a deep study of EMSs is provided. The study
covers frommost basic operationmodes to recent advances in
optimal control strategies, such as Model Predictive Control.
Section Operational results of Energy Management Strategies
in the hydrogen Smart Grid fully covers this study while Sec-
tion Lessons learned and experience remarks the experience
gained and lessons learned. Final conclusions of this research
are given in Section Conclusion and recommendations.HyLab: Smart-Grid laboratory system
The motivation for the construction of the HyLab laboratory
was the development of a versatile experimental facility that
allows research to be performed on the integration of
renewable energy with the hydrogen vector under a Smart-
Grid concept.ent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.05.279
Fig. 2 e Diagram of the Smart-Grid laboratory system
showing electrical and control architecture.
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was created in 2008. After several stages, the integrated sys-
tem was commissioned in 2011 [12]. It has features that
support the implementation and investigation of different
modes of operation and control strategies. HyLab has a high
degree of flexibility, achieved by means of electronic power
and load which allow for emulating solar, wind, tidal or other
RES as well as any demand profile, such as electric vehicles or
households. Equipment can be isolated to the rest of the
microgrid to be operated separately or to investigate different
topologies as well as to perform specific test to characterize
energy storage technologies and obtain the parameters to be
used inmodelling tasks. Each component is connected to a DC
bus of 48 V by means of power converters. Hence, additional
components can be added easily to the scheme.
The equipment main features are shown in Table 1. It
comprises of a 6-kW programmable electronic source of 6-kW
to emulate the Renewable Energy Sources, a 1-kWPEM (Proton
Exchange Membrane) electrolyzer for the production of
hydrogen, a 7-N m3 hydrogen storage tank, based on metal
hydrides, a 367-Ah lead-acid battery bank, a 1.5-kW PEM fuel
cell and finally a 2.5-kW programmable electronic load to
emulate different demand conditions. Thus, the configuration
achieved is a renewable energy Smart-Grid (SG) based on
hydrogen and batteries as energy storage.
The entire system is supervised by a PLC that receives all
sensor signals and manages the actions of the valves and set-
points. HyLab has a Controlled Area Network (CAN) based
communication system. The CAN bus enables controlling
both fuel cell and power converters. As for the electrolyzer, it
communicates with the central controller via OPC communi-
cation (Ole Process Control). Finally, a control computer has
been installed in order to implement advanced controllers
throughMatlab environment that communicates with central
PLC using the OPC communication as well.
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the system. In this scheme,
only two converters are required (corresponding to the elec-
trolyzer and the fuel cell) due to the fact that the power elec-
tronics associated with the renewable source and load are
electronically emulated. The bus voltage is held by the battery
bank, directly connected to the bus. The bus voltage is stable
around 48 V (depending on the battery state of charge). A
SCADA control system receives the current state of the overall
system and provides data recording, managing and system
configuration, in addition to overseeing the entire process.
Themain equipment to be controlled is the DC/DC converters,Table 1 e Hydrogen microgrid equipment.
Equipment Rated capacity Manufacturer
Electronic power source 6 kW POWERBOX
Electronic load 2.5 kW AMREL
PEM electrolyzer 0.23 Nm3/h @ 1 kW HAMILTON-STD
Metal hydride tank 7 Nm3, 5 bar LABTECH
PEM FUEL CELL 1.5 kW @ 20 Nl MES-DEA
Lead-acid battery bank C120 ¼ 367 Ah EXIDE
Water purification 3 L/h @ 15 MU MILLIPORE
PLC M340-Canbus SCHNEIDER
DCeDC converters 1.5 kW, 1 kW WIN INERTIA
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the fuel cell.Characterization of equipment dynamic and
static behavior
The proper characterization of the equipment is an extremely
important task when designing and operating microgrids.
Equipment characterization aims at obtaining the electrical
curves, operational limits, representative parameters, ther-
mal behavior, performance, efficiencies, time constants, etc.
Not to mention that the equipment characterization allows
for the experimental validation and mathematical model
development, that will be presented in the next section. It
should be noted that the characterization of the equipment is
essential to define the parameters and characteristic curves
for a successful outcome of this work.
Electrolyzer static characterization
In order to obtain the electrical characteristic curve and pa-
rameters, the following test was conducted: we used the lab-
oratory electrolyzer SPE hydrogen-HAMILTON 1-kW PEM.
Using the programmable electronic source and data acquisi-
tion system installed at the laboratory, the test began by
applying a current of 5-A. This current is increased gradually
in steps of 5-A after a necessary elapsed time for voltage and
current stabilization. The maximum current applied to the
stack was 70-A. At this point, we repeated the test in opposite
way, by decreasing the current in steps of 5-A to analyze the
hysteresis behavior. Stack voltage data were recorded at one-
second sample time. The results of the static characterization
(polarization curve) are shown in Fig. 3.
A minimum current is necessary for safe operation of the
electrolyzer. In this case, the electrolyzer is not operated
below 5-A to avoid gasmixtures. In the results shown in Fig. 3,ent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
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Fig. 3 e Electrolyzer polarization curve obtained at 26 C.
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tion of the voltage increase. It was not observed a remarkable
hysteresis effect in this test for the polarization curve.
Electrolyzer dynamic characterization
In this test, the electrolyzer was subjected to a ramp input in
power consumption. The test was conducted over a period of
50 min in order to have sufficient time to capture the elec-
trolyzer thermal dynamics. Electrolyzer thermal inertia de-
pends upon many factors, such as the heat generated in the
electrolysis process and the isolation and heat losses, as it will
be explained in Section PEM electrolyzer (EZ). It is worth
pointing out that characterization is frequently the only way
to find out unknown parameters that are part of the manu-
facturer's know-how and consequently are not frequently
disclosed. In Fig. 4 it can be observed the test results, showing
the temperature evolution with the power input.
Fuel cell static characterization
Fuel cell characterization tests follow the same approach
presented above. The objective is to obtain the polarization
curve (voltageecurrent relationship). In this test, the fuel cell
was subjected to an increasing load demand to map all the20
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Fig. 4 e Evolution of the electrolyzer stack temperature in
the dynamic test.
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ment, the power produced by the fuel cell is gradually
increased. This is achieved by increasing the value of a load
resistor in steps until the maximum power output of the fuel
cell is reached. Samples are recorded each twominutes giving
enough time to reach the steady state conditions at each
sample point. Uncertainties in measures were observed in the
experiment, as it is shown in Fig. 5. Especially, at high power
values. This can be partly attributed to temperature variations
during the experiment and the difficulty to maintain stable
power by the fuel cell. In spite of these uncertainties, the po-
larization curve was identified.
Notice that in the test shown in Fig. 5 the power reached by
the fuel cell was 1813 W, 21% higher than the rated power of
1.5 kW stated in Table 1. This is explained because the limits
established by the manufacturer are in voltage. Then, in case
of under voltage (36 V), the fuel cell and the load automatically
stop the operation to prevent cell damage. As the test
demonstrated, nominal power of the fuel cell is 1.5 kW
although it was able to provide up to 1.8 kW.Fuel cell dynamic characterization
Once the static behavior is accurately characterized, a dy-
namic test was performed. For this test, a power profile which
clearly varies with time was used in order to highlight the
different operation zones of the fuel cell (Fig. 6). The results
will be valuable to validate the thermal model of the fuel cell.
By direct connection of the electronic load and the fuel cell,
the following results were obtained:
Different power profiles can be used as long as the tem-
perature changes are obtained. In the test presented in Fig. 6 a
random profile was used. It is recommended to first increase
the power, stabilize and then decrease, in order to identify the
thermal capacity of the system.Modelling tool
A number of simulation tools are available nowadays for the
analysis of hydrogen-based energy systems and Smart-Grids,
such as HOMER, HYBRID2 or HOGA [13]. These tools areFig. 5 e PEM fuel cell static characterization showing
voltageecurrent and power data.
ent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
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Fig. 6 e Fuel cell dynamic test showing the evolution of the
stack temperature and power generated in a dynamic test.
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tools is limited and they might not be suitable to develop an
in-deep research for control strategies and Smart-Grids
optimization.
A complete SGmodel was developed focusing on dominant
dynamics. For instance, stack temperature in the fuel cell and
the electrolyzer strongly influences their performance; metal
hydride thermal behavior is the main responsible of the
hydrogen absorption/desorption kinetics; and battery
charging/discharging dynamics have a remarkable influence
on the state of charge and lifetime.
To illustrate main components modelled and their fea-
tures, Table 2 summarizes the approach for the dynamics
considered in the Smart-Grid model.
Detailed description of each equipment modelling is out of
the scope of this paper and it can be found in Ref. [14].
Nevertheless, main equations, references and guidelines will
be provided in the following sections for replicability.
As for the validation, the methodology used here is based
on the following logical approach: in the first step, experi-
mental data are collected from the pilot plant operation and
processed. A set of inputeoutput values is grouped with
respect to constant values of temperature (steady-state vali-
dation). The next step is to find out the parameters for the
voltageecurrent curve. Once electrical behavior is validated,
the thermal model, which depends on external conditions
such as natural convection, etc., is fitted. Each Smart Grid
model is succinctly described below:Table 2 e Approach for modelling the Smart Grid system.
SG component Main model characteristic
Photovoltaic panel Five parameters model basis
Wind turbine Inertia dynamics
PEM electrolyzer Thermal dynamics
PEM fuel cell Thermal dynamics
Metal hydride storage Pressure and thermal dynamics
Battery bank Charging/discharging dynamics
DC/DC converters StaticWind turbine (WT)
Wind turbine models can be divided into detailed models [15]
(which involve a high number of parameters, electrical and
mechanical dynamics) and into simplified models [16], which
may only rely on the power curve inmost simple cases. For the
laboratory microgrid we have proposed an intermediate so-
lution. This solution is based on using the power curve and a
transfer function to model the rotor dynamics [17]. The
transfer function for the WT dynamics is shown in
equation (1).Please cite this article in press as: Valverde L, et al., Energy Managem
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.Pg
Pwt
¼ 0:25
s2 þ 0:707sþ 0:25 (1)
Photovoltaic panel (PV)
In the literature, we found several PV models which allow for
the prediction of power output, usually based on the equiva-
lent circuit [18]. These models consider solar cells as an
equivalent electric circuit with radiation and temperature
dependency as it is shown in equations (2) and (3). The most
widely used equivalent circuit has five parameters [19]. This
model has been implemented in this paper.
I ¼ IL  I0 exp

V þ IRs
mVtðTFVÞ  1



V þ IRs
Rp

(2)
dTFV
dt
¼  1
300
TFV þ 1300Tamb þ ðTNOC  293:15Þ
G
2400
(3)
PEM electrolyzer (EZ)
The electrolysis process is possible when a differential of po-
tential is held between the anode and the cathode. This po-
tential is expressed in the equation (4), where: Vo is the
reversible potential that depends on temperature and gas
partial pressures and the following three terms ponder the
electrode's overpotential, ohmic losses and ion transport
respectively. To complete the model, the energy balance,
expressed in equation (5) allows us to calculate the heat
generated in the electrolyzer stack ð _QÞ, which highly affects
the hydrogen production [20]. In this equation, _Qely is the heat
generated in the electrolysis process, _Qloss are the heat losses
to the environment and _Qcool represents the heat evacuated by
the electrolyzer cooling system.
Vcell ¼ V0 þ hetd þ hohm þ hion (4)
_Q ¼ _Qely  _Qloss  _Qcool (5)
Metal hydride hydrogen storage (MH)
MH is a complex alloy that permits the storage of hydrogen at
low pressure. Due to the complexity of such system, to enable
whole system-scope SG model, we have implemented a zero-
dimensional model [14]. The charging and discharging pro-
cesses were modelled and validated separately. The heat
transfer governs the reaction kinetics both in the discharging
and charging process and it is closely related to the amount of
hydrogen released/stored, ultimately responsible of the metalent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
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called Metal Hydride Level (MHL). Main parameters of the
model are the heat transfer coefficient and the metal hydride
enthalpy of formation. Through specific test performed in the
SG laboratory, these parameters were found to be 2737-
W m2 K1 and 30-kJ mol1, respectively. The model devel-
oped for the SG was adapted from Ref. [21].
Fuel cell (FC)
The PEM fuel cell modelling can be breakdown into an elec-
trochemical submodel (which is static) and the thermal sub-
model (which is dynamic). Here also, the energy balance is
used to calculate the stack temperature changes with time. As
it can be seen in Fig. 7 the model prediction is close to the
experimental results.
Lead-acid battery model
Battery modelling is a topic extensively discussed in the
literature. The Lead-acid battery model was developed using
the traditional scheme presented in Ref. [22]. This scheme
incorporates an equivalent circuit that has an internal resis-
tance and a controlled voltage source. We found that this
model is able to calculate the battery external voltage and
state of charge close to the reality.
The completed model was implemented using Matlab-
Simulink® software. Once each piece of equipment was
modelled and validated, exchange variables such as hydrogen
production, battery state of charge, hydrogen demanded by
the fuel cell, power demanded and generated by the renew-
able source, etc. were interconnected. Then, we tested the
global state variables, such as the bus voltage or the hydrogen
inventory in the integrated model and we found that the
global plant matched the model prediction with a maximum
error less than 4%. Since they matched, we confirm that the
tool is reliable.With this reliable simulation tool, wewere able
to proceed to the study of Energy Management Strategies. For
further reading, the complete laboratory modelling and vali-
dation process is described in Ref. [14].Fig. 7 e Validation of the fuel cell model. Comparison of
stack temperature predicted by the model and
experimental data gathered. Test conducted in controlled
environment @ 25 C.
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Strategies in the hydrogen Smart Grid
To facilitate the presentation of the EMSs, a scheme of a
typical microgrid centralized control system is presentedwith
the different control levels from a general point of view. The
primary objective of the EMS is to effectively balance the
power in the microgrid to deliver electrical power to its local
customers. Additionally, depending on the control algorithm,
the EMS will try to optimize the energy production towards an
assigned objective(s) [23].
The central energy management system, presented in
Fig. 8, tackles the problem of Smart Grid planning establish-
ing the equipment set-points according to availability of
renewable resources and storage capacity. The EMS algo-
rithms range from simple “if” rules to complex multi-
parameters optimization that can include the forecasting of
electricity prices, loads, weather, operational cost, degrada-
tion issues, etc. [24e26]. In addition, the techno-economic
optimization can be on-line or off-line depending on the
computational burden required. Typically, the forecasting
tasks are executed off-line by means of Neural-Networks
[27,28], although it can be implemented on-line [29]. This
leads to separated schedules in EMS for Smart Grid that can
be classified in: Long-termmanagement (in the order of days)
and short-term schedule (in the order of hours). Further,
these two main levels can be also divided in more time
scales:
 Long-term schedule:
B Day management: Electricity market, load forecasting,
RES prediction, CO2 emissions.
B Hourly management: load sharing, energy storage
availability.
 Short-term schedule:
B Power management (interval of seconds): equipment
dynamics, operation and maintenance costs, equip-
ment lifetime.
B Regulation service (interval of milliseconds): Power
quality, frequency control, voltage control.
Although hydrogen energy is better suited for long-term
energy storage. This is not in conflict with Short-term
schedule since the electrolyzer can be working during hours
while the control is sampling each second to properly balance
the renewable power. Thus, in case of cloud is passing over
the solar panels, a fast fluctuation can be immediately
balanced.
Long-term EMS are nevertheless recommended for plan-
ning the electrolyzer switching on/off for example, in order to
provide a guidance for the short-term controller.
This paper focuses on short-term, power/energy manage-
ment strategies. The problem formulation in this framework
is to calculate the power set-points for the electrolyzer, the
fuel cell and the power exchanged with the grid.ent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.05.279
Fig. 8 e Architecture of a centralized EMS including optimal schedule and real-time power dispatch.
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main techniques for power management applied to SGs. We
have proposed the following three points to classify the EMSs:Hysteresis band control (HB)
Hysteresis band control is defined as a set of algorithms
designed through heuristic rules to handle the energy
mismatch in the microgrid. Usually are characterized for
being simple and reliable. This fact has made this technique
the most popular for being implemented in real systems, ac-
cording to [8]. The operation of the electrolyzer and the fuel
cell follows a hysteresis band which thresholds are defined
according to the state of charge of energy storage units. The
complexity of the algorithms increases as more rules are
added [30e32]. Then, in the presence of several energy storage
system (such as ultracapacitors or flywheels), the criterion is
to use several hysteresis band, each one inside the other, and
always use first the system with higher efficiency.Artificial neural networks (ANN) and fuzzy logic
This approach is used when the addition of heuristic rules
becomes difficult to handle. “Linguistic rules” used in fuzzy
logic can simplify the management and control of the
microgrid, then, providing a suitable and practice solution. In
this formulation, fuel cell and electrolyzer can achieve a va-
riety of operation regimes (such as working at partial load or
steady power), allowing the system to achieve higher effi-
ciency. By means of feed-forward neural network or other
“intelligent” algorithms, the control presumes knowledge of
the future that can help to enhance the performance of the
plant [33e36].Please cite this article in press as: Valverde L, et al., Energy Managem
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By using single or multi-objective mathematical optimization,
recent EMSs achieve themost advanced and complex level for
shifting the renewable power. These techniques enable to
include in the system operation a wide range of cost functions
and parameters to encompass optimization techniques and
realistic constraints. As previously pointed out, the problem
formulation can include operation costs, equipment lifetime,
emissions concerns, spot-market price, availability of
hydrogen, etc.
Among optimal controllers, Model Predictive Control (MPC)
has been recently demonstrated as a successful approach for
energy management [37e41].
MPC solves an optimization problemeach sampling time to
determine minimal running cost while meeting the demand
and considering technical and physical limits. MPC explicitly
includes minimization of utilization cost in the formulation.
In addition, it provides a framework to handle multivariable
systems with a high number of constraints in a simpler
manner, as is the case of hydrogen microgrids.
Despite MPC gaining a great reputation for hydrogen
Smart-Grid control, still, there is a lack of experimental vali-
dation, specially, if we compare with the HB control. Thus,
there is a need of further work in demonstrating EMSs.Operational results
As shown above, each EMS group offers advantages and dis-
advantages. Most simple strategies, such as hysteresis band
has demonstrated high reliability and easy implementation. A
drawback is that the efficiency of the plant operation is far
from optimal, that is why other techniques have received
much attention. In contrast, optimal controllers, such as MPC
have the potential of increased performance, accounting forent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
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mentation of an optimal control in a real time system poses
many challenges. In particular, the computational re-
quirements can be an issue due to fast changes in RES power.
In this work, we have tested the hysteresis band control
and the Model Predictive Control techniques, in order to show
and compare the capabilities of each strategy for Smart Grid
energy management in a controlled laboratory environment.
The EMSs were tested in different weather conditions
(sunny day, cloudy day, windy day, etc.) and different demand
profiles. Below, two representative examples of the experi-
ments conducted are shown. In both cases, the same PV and
demand profiles are used. Solar energy generated reaches
15.9 kWh, while the day demand is 14.7 kWh for both case
studies.
1) Case study: hysteresis band (HB) control.
Fig. 9 shows the test results of the hysteresis band control,
running under the operation mode called “Load following”.
This operation mode follows the power demand, shifting the
excess energy, first to the battery bank, and second to the
hydrogen path. All equipment is operated at “partial load
mode”. When the electrolyzer or the fuel cell are unable to
meet the excess or defect of power, the grid is used to import/
export power. The activation of the fuel cell and the electro-
lyzer is controlled and based on the battery State of Charge
(SOC). For this case, it has been set a minimum SOC threshold
of 40% to activate the fuel cell and a maximum of 75% to
activate the electrolyzer. These thresholds have been found to
be the best option carrying out simulations to minimize the
number of equipment start-stops.
In this test, the electronic source emulates a PV field of 2968
Wp in good irradiance conditions (up to 1000 W/m
2). The EMS
uses the battery bank as first medium to store power sinceFig. 9 e Experimental results of the SG operation under hys
Please cite this article in press as: Valverde L, et al., Energy Managem
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SOC reaches 75%, the EMS worked successfully activating the
electrolyzer. In this case, the electrolyzer worked at variable
power, and the remaining excess is exported to the grid. At
around 18.00 h when the sunset happens, the energy demand
ismuch higher, causing the SOC drops till the lower threshold,
activating the fuel cell to meet the demand.
2) Case study: Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategy
A Model Predictive Controller framework for microgrid
management was developed in Ref. [37]. This controller has
been implemented in the laboratory test bench to evaluate its
performance. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 10.
First of all, it should be highlighted that the experiment was
successful. This is one of the scarce validations of advanced
controllers in real environment.
The description of the experiment is similar to the hys-
teresis band till the activation of the electrolyzer (EZ) at 75%
SOC. At this point, there is a remarkable difference in the plant
operation. The electrolyzer power consumption increases
gradually, as the figure shows. Notice that, the algorithm
evaluates the cost of electricity export (penalties and benefits)
on one hand, and takes into account the electrolyzer degra-
dation for a sudden power change, to progressively increase
the power shifted to the electrolyzer. Some excess energy is
sold to the grid and gradually decreases as the electrolyzer
consumes more power. This reduces the energy dumped to
the grid providing peak-shaving and reducing grid congestion
in comparison with a system without electrolyzer.
The main difference is that in this case, the power derived
to the electrolyzer is the optimal according to the cost func-
tion design of [37], that takes into account equipment con-
straints in terms of limits of power rates while optimizing
efficiency, lifetime, and O&M cost. It can be observed ateresis band control (Operation mode: “load following”).
ent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.05.279
Fig. 10 e Experimental results of SG operation under MPC strategy.
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equipment lifetime while the grid absorbs peak power. The
fuel cell operation follows a similar pattern, according to the
design made. The power demanded is partially compensated
by the grid, which assumes the peak power, while the fuel cell
meets the energy demand according to the economic
optimal. The controller respects the equipment power rate
constraints imposed as well as providing the optimal eco-
nomic dispatch.Lessons learned and experience
After eight years since HyLab creation, several important ex-
periences have been gained from the planning, building, and
operation of the HyLab laboratory. As mentioned above, the
equipment characterization and parameter estimation was
essential for project success. Some issues were detected with
the fuel cell, mainly related to internal water management. In
days with high relative humidity, the loss of power was sig-
nificant. Moreover after eight years of operation one of the cell
resulted irreversibly damaged. In contrast, the PEM electro-
lyzer used demonstrated very high reliability. Even operating
at partial load under high demanding profiles such as wind or
cloudy days.
Regarding the storage devices, it was detected a remark-
able loss of capacity in the lead-acid battery bank, up to 50% of
the initial capacity, while in the metal hydride tank it was not
detected any loss of its initial storage capacity. MH demon-
strated to be a good choice from the technical and safety point
of view since compression is avoided and it can be stored a
low pressure indoor. On the other hand MH requires proper
thermal management to deliver a minimum pressure for the
fuel cell operation. In addition, it has to be taken into account
the difficulties for estimating the hydrogen content inside the
tank. Being the state-of-charge of both MH and batteries suchPlease cite this article in press as: Valverde L, et al., Energy Managem
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.an important parameter for control, it is a key issue to solve in
future developments.
On the comparison of Energy Management Strategies, in
the extensive experience of multiple EMSs tested at HyLab,
MPC exhibited improved performance for all the situations
and weather conditions. However, it has to be said that the
optimality is not always satisfied, although infrequent, but
incurring in some suboptimal solutions or not reaching a so-
lution might happen. Therefore, the reliability of Hysteresis
Band techniques should not be ignored, taking into account
that lower efficiency and performance is achieved.Conclusion and recommendations
We have presented in this paper the results of laboratory
experience on Energy Management Strategies for hydrogen
Smart Grids. A unique laboratory environment, specifically
designed for testing control strategies, has been presented.
The detailed equipment characterization was essential for
the success of this project. Especially, to obtain realistic
models which has enable accurate testing of the controllers
before being implemented in the real plant. EMSs have
been investigated and validated successfully on the experi-
mental microgrid located at the University of Seville. The
benchmarking of experimental results has pointed out that
MPC is able to optimize the Smart Grid operation economi-
cally while respecting equipment constraints, which is ex-
pected to contribute to a higher equipment lifetime and
reduced operational costs. The experiments have also evi-
denced how this cost reduction is achieved by a smooth
operation of expensive equipment such as electrolyzer and
fuel cell.
Future work will focus on developing and testing new
variants of MPC for energy management in order to continue
optimizing the plant operation.ent Strategies in hydrogen Smart-Grids: A laboratory experience,
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Nomenclature
PV Photovoltaic field
Demand Power demanded
EZ Electrolyzer
Grid Utility Grid
FC Fuel cell
SOC Battery State-of-Charge
MHL Metal hydride Level
RES Renewable Energy Source
EES Electrical Energy Storage
EMS Energy Management Strategy
CAN Controlled Area Network
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
OPC Ole Process Control
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